Chromosome Segregation Impacts on Cell Growth and Division Site Selection in Corynebacterium glutamicum
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Abstract
Spatial and temporal regulation of bacterial cell division is imperative for the production of viable offspring. In many rod-shaped bacteria, regulatory systems such as the Min system and nucleoid occlusion ensure the high fidelity of midcell division positioning. However, regulation of division site selection in bacteria lacking recognizable Min and nucleoid occlusion remains less well understood. Here, we describe one such rod-shaped organism, Corynebacterium glutamicum, which does not always place the division septum precisely at midcell. Here we now show at single cell level that cell growth and division site selection are spatially and temporally regulated by chromosome segregation. Mutants defective in chromosome segregation have more variable cell growth and aberrant placement of the division site. In these mutants, division septa constrict over and often guillotine the nucleoid, leading to nonviable, DNA-free cells. Our results suggest that chromosome segregation or some nucleoid associated factors influences growth and division site selection in C. glutamicum. Understanding growth and regulation of C. glutamicum cells will also be of importance to develop strains for industrial production of biomolecules, such as amino acids.

Introduction
Many rod-shaped bacteria divide precisely at midcell, generating two equally sized and genetically identical daughter cells. Division site selection is controlled by regulating the positioning of the primary bacterial cell division protein, FtsZ. This tubulin homologue polymerizes at midcell forming a ring-like structure known as the Z-ring, which subsequently primes the midcell for assembly of the division machinery complex [1,2]. Spatial regulators, such as the Min system and nucleoid occlusion, facilitate midcell localization of the Z-ring and, subsequently, the divisome [3]. The effector proteins of nucleoid occlusion, Noc in B. subtilis and SlmA in E. coli, are DNA-binding proteins that prevent Z-ring formation over the nucleoid [4,5,6]. The Min system prevents aberrant divisions close to the cell poles [7,8]. In E. coli, the Min system oscillates pole to pole, thereby setting up a gradient of the FtsZ inhibitor, MinC, which is lowest at midcell [3,9,10,11,12]. The B. subtilis Min system does not oscillate and has been recently shown to be important for disassembly of the divisome machinery and prevents new rounds of cytokinesis occurring close to the original cell division site [13,14].

Assembly of the divisome must be temporally coordinated with chromosome replication and segregation to ensure maintenance of genomic integrity. Bacterial DNA segregation is often mediated by the tripartite partitioning system encoded by the par locus. Two trans-acting proteins, encoded in an operon (parA and parB, respectively), and cis-acting “centromere-like” elements, found scattered around the origin of replication (parS), constitute the Par segregation machinery [15,16,17]. The centromere-binding protein (ParB) binds the centromere-like element (parS) forming a nucleoprotein complex [18]. Dynamic localization of the Walker type P-loop ATPase (ParA), has been suggested to mediate segregation of the ParB-parS nucleoprotein complexes [19].

In the absence of recognizable homologues of the Min system and nucleoid occlusion (Noc or SlmA), bacteria have developed alternative strategies to spatially and temporally regulate cell division. A well-studied example is Caulobacter crescentus, which strictly synchronises chromosome segregation with cell division [20,21]. In the precell division, the negative regulator of Z-ring polymerization, MipZ, forms a gradient extending from the origin tethered pole towards the midcell region [22]. ParB is imperative in maintenance of MipZ gradients [22,23]. After replication onset and as the chromosome segregates, MipZ travels with the segregating ParB bound origin. At the opposite cell pole, MipZ displaces FtsZ, restricting Z-ring polymerization to the midcell region. Thus, in C. crescentus null deletion mutants of the Par system are lethal [24].

Members of the Actinobacteria phylum, such as Corynebacterium glutamicum, not only lack homologues of Min and nucleoid occlusion, but also other positive and negative regulators of FtsZ, such as ErzA, FtsA, ZapA or ZipA [25]. Interestingly, the placement of the division septum in this rod-shaped organism is relatively flexible and is not necessarily always positioned precisely at midcell. Previously, we found that the ParAB system works as a chromosome partitioning system [26]. Here, cell growth and division site selection in C. glutamicum was analyzed at the single cell level. By contrast to wild type cells, in the absence of an active
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Results

Growth of C. glutamicum is Regulated by a Size-based Mechanism

Conventionally, growth characterisation of microbial cells involved analysis of cell populations as a whole, which, although overall informative, neglect potential single cell variability. In recent years, live cell imaging has been employed to address heterogeneity at the single cell level [27,28,29]. We assessed the growth characteristics of C. glutamicum at the single cell level by means of live-cell imaging. For this purpose microfluidic chambers were employed. These chambers are designed to hold cells at a single focal plane while supplying cells with a continuous flow of nutrients permitting monitoring of cell cycle events over multiple generations. To allow for accurate measurements and subsequently unambiguously define the cell poles and division septa, we made use of a DivIVA-mCherry expressing strain, where expression is under the control of the native promoter (Movie S1) [30]. In C. glutamicum DivIVA localises at the cell poles and is recruited at a late stage to the mature division septum, which after completion of division forms the new cell pole [31].

Growth of the DivIVA-mCherry expressing strain was assessed by measuring the increase in cell length per unit time directly after one division event (cell birth) until directly before the next division event. The elongation rate is in the range of 1 to 3.25 μm/h, averaging at 1.9 μm/h and follows a Gaussian distribution (Fig. 1A). Although cell division in C. glutamicum does not necessarily give rise to two equally sized daughter cells, the Gaussian distribution of elongation rates would suggest that the birth length, determined by the placement of the division septum, and the elongation rate are correlated. Indeed, plotting the birth length (size of cell directly after division) against the elongation length (the increase in cell length between two related division events) demonstrated that these two parameters are associated. The birth length of C. glutamicum cells ranges between 1.5 and 2.5 μm and these cells subsequently double in size (ranging from 1 to 2.5 μm) before the next division event takes place (Fig. 1A). Taken together, these data show that wild type C. glutamicum cells retain a relatively homogenous size both at birth and prior to division.

To assess the functionality of the DivIVA-mCherry fusion, the growth characteristics of wild type C. glutamicum was measured (Fig. S1 and Movie S2). Similar to the DivIVA-mCherry strain, the elongation rate of wild type cells follows a Gaussian distribution (Fig. 1A). The elongation rate ranges from 1 to 3.25 μm/h, however the average elongation rate of the wild type strain is increased compared to the DivIVA-mCherry strain (2.4 μm/h and 1.9 μm/h, respectively). The association of the birth length and the elongation length revealed a comparable association when compared to the DivIVA-mCherry strain (Fig. 1B). Considering that DivIVA is involved in a number of cellular processes in C. glutamicum, the results presented above show that the DivIVA-mCherry fusion is largely functional.

The relationship between birth length and elongation length has been used to broadly define the mechanism that regulates the timing of division events [28,32]. If birth lengths negatively correlate with elongation length, a size-based regulatory mechanism is responsible. On the other hand, a time-based mechanism shows no correlation between birth length and elongation length. Using this approach it was recently demonstrated that Mycobacterium cells employ a time-based mechanism, while E. coli cells employ a size-based mechanism [28]. When assessed for wild type C. glutamicum or the DivIVA-mCherry strain, we found that birth lengths negatively correlate with elongation lengths, suggesting that a size-based or a mixed regulatory mechanism is employed (Fig. 1B).

Chromosome Segregation Impacts on Cell Growth in C. glutamicum

Mutation of the C. glutamicum chromosome segregation machinery (parA or parB) induce a plethora of phenotypes, including altered growth rates and cell lengths, anucleate cells, guillotined chromosomes and perturbed chromosome organisation [26]. These phenotypic consequences led us to speculate that chromosome segregation and/or organization might be coupled to division site selection and cell growth. With this in mind, the growth characteristics of parA and parB mutants were analyzed using live cell imaging (Fig. S1, Movies S3 and S4). Therefore, a DivIVA-mCherry fusion was introduced into markerless parA or parB deletion background strains.

In cells lacking parA or parB, elongation rates varied from the DivIVA-mCherry strain (Fig. 1A, F<0.05). In the absence of parA, the elongation rate is reduced, while more variability is observed for the parB mutant, ranging from 0.25 μm/h to greater than 5 μm/h. Variation in the elongation rate might be due to deviating cell lengths at birth. Shorter cells at birth would require more time to reach a threshold size, while longer cells would require less time. Therefore, the association between birth length and elongation length was measured. In the absence of parA or parB, both birth lengths and elongation lengths are more variable (Fig 1B). However, birth and elongation lengths remain negatively correlated. Taken together, mutation of parA or parB not only alters chromosome organization, but also gives rise to a population of cells that is extremely heterogeneous both in birth size and elongation rate.

Chromosome Segregation Influences Division Site Selection in C. glutamicum

The inconsistency of cell lengths at birth between wild type or DivIVA-mCherry and par mutant cells would suggest that the placement of the division septum is more variable in the absence of functional chromosome segregation machinery. As C. glutamicum lacks recognisable homologues of the conventional division site regulatory systems and no other positive or negative regulation of cell division are presently known, we speculated that chromosome segregation or the subcellular organization of the nucleoid might influence division site selection.

On a single cell level, the placement of the division site in C. glutamicum cells was spatially (division symmetry) and temporally (timing of division events) assessed. Division symmetry was assessed by measuring the distance between the division septum and the nearest cell pole divided by the length of the cell, with 0.5 corresponding to the exact midcell. We found that the placement of the division site is not always precisely at midcell in wild type or DivIVA-mCherry cells; but some regulatory mechanism must exist because the division septum is sited in the region between the 1/3 and 2/3 positions of the cell (Fig. 2A). In the DivIVA-mCherry strain, we observed polar divisions occurring in a low percentage of the cells (0.3%) (Table 1). As DivIVA has been proposed to anchor the oriC at the cell poles through interaction with ParB, the low frequency of polar divisions is likely a consequence of the mCherry fusion which results in a mild chromosome segregation (anchoring) defect. However, in the absence of parA or parB, the placement of the division site is significantly more variable (Fig 2A;
Figure 1. Chromosome segregation defects lead to altered growth in *C. glutamicum*. (A) Distribution of elongation rates of wild type, DivIVA-mCherry, ΔparA DivIVA-mCherry and ΔparB DivIVA-mCherry mutant cells. (n >300). (B) Association of birth lengths and elongation lengths in DivIVA-mCherry, ΔparA DivIVA-mCherry and ΔparB DivIVA-mCherry. In wild type and DivIVA-mCherry cells the birth length and elongation length are associated. In the absence of ΔparA or ΔparB, more variation in the length of the cell at birth and the cell length before division is observed. Negative correlation between birth and elongation lengths indicates a size-based cell cycle regulatory mechanism (grey line). Regression line slope is shown on top right. (n >300).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0055078.g001

F<0.05. The frequency of polar cell division is drastically increased, often giving rise to nonviable, DNA-free cells (Table 1). Tracking division events over a number of generations revealed that divisions close to one cell pole often occurred repeatedly at the same pole. In almost every cell lineage analysed, in particular in the case of the ΔparA mutant, asymmetric polar division was observed.

In wild type and DivIVA-mCherry cells, the birth length and elongation length are correlated (Fig. 1B). Thus, starting from a single cell this would suggest that the timing of birth events would also be relatively synchronous. Indeed, at least for a number of generations, division events occur at regular intervals (Fig 2B). As outlined above, growth of the DivIVA-mCherry strain is reduced compared to the wild type (Fig. 1A). As a consequence, the timing of division events is delayed in the DivIVA-mCherry strain. Note that after 3 hours four division events take place in the wild type cells, while in the DivIVA-mCherry strain three division events are observed (Fig 2B). Nevertheless, in both strains division occurs at regular intervals. It should be pointed out that after some time a microcolony is formed, and in these microcolonies nutrient availability and growth are altered compared to single cells. In contrast, cells lacking ΔparA or ΔparB have more variable birth lengths and elongation lengths, and subsequently the timing of division events is random (Fig 2B). This result strongly indicates that alterations in chromosome localization, as a consequence of ΔparA or ΔparB mutation, directly influence cell growth and division site placement in *C. glutamicum*.

**Defects in Chromosome Segregation Lead to Chromosome Fragmentation**

Next, we wanted to visualize the nucleoid localization and dynamics during live cell imaging, in particular in the absence of ΔparA or ΔparB. Cells were grown in the microfluidic chamber for a number of generations prior to staining cells with Hoechst DNA stain. As the DNA stain is somewhat toxic, growth of the cells is impaired. However, division events that have been initiated prior to addition of Hoechst stain are completed and hence, allow visualization of septum constriction over the chromosome.

In wild type and DivIVA-mCherry cells, each daughter cell always contained a nucleoid. However, in the ΔparA or ΔparB mutant strains, a high frequency of anucleate cells were observed (Table 1). Additionally, constriction of the division septum over the nucleoid was observed. In the case of ΔparA 9% of the division septa constricted over the chromosome, while in the case of ΔparB 10.5% was observed (n=650). In the example shown (Fig. 3 and Movie S5), the division septum is positioned over the nucleoid and as the septum begins constricting the DNA is pumped into the cell half containing the bulk of the chromosome. DNA translocases, such as FtsK in *E. coli*, coordinate the late stages of cytokinesis and chromosome segregation ensuring that DNA does not get trapped in the inward growing septum [33,34]. *C. glutamicum* contains a homolog of FtsK, however it has not been studied in detail, to date. Nevertheless, in the example shown DNA translocase did not succeed in clearing the DNA from the invaginating septum. Subsequently, part of the chromosome was fragmented and then degraded. Our results confirm earlier postulations [35] that *C. glutamicum* likely lacks a nucleoid occlusion protein, such as SlnA or Noc.

**Discussion**

Most of our knowledge on bacterial growth and cell division has been derived from the rod-shaped model organisms such as *B. subtilis* and *E. coli*. However, many of the symmetry generating molecular rulers are lacking in other rod-shaped bacteria, for example the rod-shaped actinomycete *C. glutamicum*. Here, growth and division site selection in *C. glutamicum* was analyzed at the single cell level.
Cell elongation in many rod-shaped bacteria involves intercalation of new peptidoglycan into the lateral cell wall [36,37,38]. The actin cytoskeleton is not only imperative to this mode of growth but also to the maintenance of rod-shape [39,40,41,42]. By contrast, Actinobacteria, which lack an MreB-based cell elongation machinery, insert new cell wall material at the cell poles, giving rise to an apical mode of cell elongation [25,31,43]. Apical growth in Actinomycetes has been reported to be organized by DivIVA [31,43,44]. In this study, the localization pattern of DivIVA was exploited to mark the cell poles and constricting division septa in growing C. glutamicum cells.

*E. coli* and *B. subtilis* cells normally exhibit little size variation under steady state conditions [45,46]. Heterogeneity in cell size could arise from alterations in the placement of the division septum. Thus, regulating the placement of the division site additionally helps maintain a homogenous cell size. By contrast, asymmetry in division site selection as well as polar cell growth was shown for mycobacterial cells [28]. Such asymmetry results in an extremely heterogeneous population of cells with diverse susceptibility to antibiotics. In *C. glutamicum*, cell division does not always give rise to equally sized daughter cells (Fig. 2A). Although the majority of cells divide close to the midcell region, the fraction of cell dividing off-centre could lead to cell size heterogeneity. Interestingly, we find that the growth rate of *C. glutamicum* cells follows a Gaussian distribution, ranging between 1–3.5 μm/h (Fig. 2A). To gain additional information on the homo- or heterogeneity of the population, the association of birth and elongation lengths was assessed. Good correlation between birth and elongation lengths was observed, suggesting that *C. glutamicum* maintains a relatively homogenous cell size both prior to and after division (Fig. 1B). Variability in division site placement must be compensated for by increased or decreased growth rate, maintaining a threshold cell size before the next division event occurs. This finding is in line with the observation that birth lengths negatively correlate with elongation length, suggesting that *C. glutamicum* employs a size-based regulatory mechanism. However, we also observe that division events occur with relatively precise timing in wild type *C. glutamicum* cells. This would suggest that *C. glutamicum* employs a mixture of time- and size-based regulatory mechanisms. This is an interesting difference to growth control to the closely related *Mycobacteria*. For *M. smegmatis* and *M. tuberculosis* only a time-based mechanism was proposed [28]. A major difference in the lifestyle between *Corynebacteria* and *Mycobacteria* is that *Corynebacteria* grow with much higher growth rates. Thus, it seems plausible that these cells not only rely on one control mechanism, but rather follow a mixed strategy to avoid that cells where division failed will grow out to large filaments.

In the absence of an apparent Min system and a clear Noc/SlnA homologue, how is division site regulated in *C. glutamicum*? We previously reported that mutation of the *parAB* partition

Table 1. Anucleate cells and polar divisions in wild type *C. glutamicum* and *par* mutants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Anucleate cells (n ≥650)</th>
<th>Polar divisions (n ≥300)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild Type</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DivIVA-mCherry</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔparA DivIVA-mCherry</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔparB DivIVA-mCherry</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0055078.t001

Figure 2. Chromosome segregation influences spatial and temporal control of cell division. (A) Distribution of division site placement in wild type, DivIVA-mCherry, ΔparA DivIVA-mCherry and ΔparB DivIVA-mCherry cells. In wild type and DivIVA-mCherry cells, division septa are placed near the midcell. In the absence of *parA* or *parB*, the positioning of division septa is more variable (F > 0.05). (n ≥300). (B) Timing of birth events in wild type, ΔparA and ΔparB cells. In wild type and DivIVA-mCherry cells, division occurs at regular time intervals. Note that after 3–4 generations a microcolony is formed. In the absence of *parA* or *parB*, the time at which division occurs is random. In addition, the length of cells at birth is much more variable compared to wild type cells. (n ≥250).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0055078.g002
system resulted in altered cell length distributions, aberrant placement of the division septa and a high frequency of anucleate cells [26]. When analyzed at the single cell level, we observed much more variability in division site selection, high frequency of polar divisions, along with significantly more variable birth lengths that do not correlate with elongation length. Although we do not know the molecular mechanism(s) that regulate growth and division site selection in *C. glutamicum*, we speculate that the nucleoid itself or some aspect associated with the nucleoid influences these parameters.

From the data presented here it appears that cell division and chromosome segregation are coupled in *C. glutamicum*. In *B. subtilis*, blocking cell division by overexpression of the Min system results in long filamentous cells with regularly spaced and segregated chromosomes. Conversely, mutation of *spo0J* (*parB*) or *soj* (*parA*) do not lead to severe cell division defects, approximately 2% anucleate cells result from mutation of *spo0J* [47]. Thus, cell division and chromosome segregation can be uncoupled in *B. subtilis*, probably as a consequence of partially overlapping cell cycle regulatory mechanisms.

A growing body of evidence suggests that the nucleoid morphology directly influences Z-ring positioning [22,24,48,49,50,51,52]. Blocking DNA replication at different stages induces different nucleoid morphologies which influence Z-ring positioning [49]. Thus, even in *B. subtilis*, *E. coli* and *C. crescentus* additional factors, potentially related to chromosome replication or the nucleoid structure, prime the midcell for Z-ring polymerization [48]. In line with these observations, alterations in the nucleoid structure lead to aberrant placement of the division site, in *C. glutamicum*.

**Materials and Methods**

**Bacterial Strains**

Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in table 2. Strain CDC025 was generated by transforming strain CDC001 (∆*parA*) with the plasmid pCD191 (DivIVA-mCherry) via electroporation. This strain contains an in-frame deletion of *parA* and expression of a DivIVA-mCherry fusion from the native promoter. Plasmid pCD191 is a pK19mobsacB derivative, which is non-replicative in *C. glutamicum* [26,54]. Chromosomal integration of the *mCherry* gene at the 3' end of the *divIVA* locus occurs via a two-step homologous recombination. The initial chromosomal integration step was selected for on kanamycin plates. The second round of recombination was selected for by growth on 10% sucrose. Single colonies were isolated and tested for kanamycin sensitivity. Chromosomal integration of *mCherry* was confirmed by PCR.

**Time-lapse Microscopy with Microfluidic Chambers**

Live cell imaging was carried out in B04A microfluidic chamber (Onix, CellASIC). *C. glutamicum* cells were grown in BHI medium overnight. The next morning, cultures were diluted to OD<sub>600</sub> 1.0 and grown further in shaking flasks to approximately OD<sub>600</sub> 5.0. Cultures were diluted to OD<sub>600</sub> 0.005–0.01 prior to loading microfluidic chamber. Cells were loaded to wells with 5 psi for 10 seconds. Nutrient supply was maintained at 3 psi. The temperature was maintained at 30°C. Cells were grown in BHI during time lapse analysis and images were acquired at five minute intervals. For anucleate cell measurements and analysis of constriciting division septa over the chromosome, cells were stained with Hoechst DNA stain (1 μg/ml<sup>−1</sup>). Images were taken on a Delta Vision RT microscope (Applied Precision), using the sofworX

**Figure 3.** In the absence of *parB*, division septa constrict over the nucleoid, guillotining part of the chromosome. Shown is a time lapse series of DivIVA-mCherry expressing cell in the absence of *parB*. Images were acquired every 5 minutes and time points are indicated for each time frame. DNA is stained with Hoechst (blue) and DivIVA-mCherry is shown in red. DivIVA-mCherry is recruited to the division septum, which has assembled over the chromosome (white arrowhead). The chromosome is pumped in one direction, into the cell half containing the bulk of the chromosome. The division septum constricts directly over part of the chromosome, leading to guillotining part of the chromosome (black arrowhead). See also Movie S5. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0055078.g003
Table 2. Bacterial strains and plasmids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strains</th>
<th>Relevant characteristics</th>
<th>Reference/source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C. glutamicum RES 167</td>
<td>Restriction deficient C. glutamicum mutant, otherwise considered wild type</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC010</td>
<td>RES 167 derivative with divIVA-mCherry</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC025</td>
<td>RES 167 ΔparA, divIVA-mCherry</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC012</td>
<td>RES 167 ΔparB, divIVA-mCherry</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Supporting Information

Figure S1 Still images of DivIVA-mCherry and par mutants grown in microfluidic chambers. Shown are still images of (A) DivIVA-mCherry, (B) ΔparB DivIVA-mCHERRY and (C) ΔparA ΔparB DivIVA-mCHERRY. The arrows in (C) show a cell where the division septum is positioned close to the cell pole. In the same cell, the division septum in the following division event is also positioned close to the cell pole. Time points are indicated in minutes on the top left corner.

(TIF)

Movie S1 Growth of C. glutamicum DivIVA-mCHERRY cells. Images were acquired every five minutes for the total of 5 hours.

(AVI)
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